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1 OVERVIEW 
EPCOR Natural Gas Limited Partnership (ENGLP) applied to the Ontario Energy Board 
(OEB) for approval under section 36(1) of the Ontario Energy Board Act, 1998 to 
increase rates and recover costs associated with meeting its obligations under the 
federal Greenhouse Gas Pollution Pricing Act (GGPPA). 

ENGLP operates two natural gas distribution systems in Ontario, which are treated 
separately for rate-making purposes. These are ENGLP’s Aylmer rate zone, and 
ENGLP’s South Bruce rate zone, a newer service territory with the first customer 
connections in the second half of 2020. 

As part of its 2022 Federal Carbon Pricing Program (FCPP) application, ENGLP has 
requested: 

• Approval to increase the Federal Carbon Charge on applicable customer bills, for 
both the Aylmer and South Bruce rate zones, from 7.83 ¢/m3 to 9.79 ¢/m3 
effective April 1, 2022, to recover ENGLP’s forecast FCPP customer-related 
costs. 

• Approval to decrease the Facility Carbon Charge for ENGLP’s Aylmer rate zone 
from 0.0052 ¢/m3 to 0.0034 ¢/m3, effective April 1, 2022, to recover ENGLP’s 
forecast 2022 FCPP facility-related costs.  

• Approval for the disposition of the 2020 balances in ENGLP’s (i) Federal Carbon 
Charge – Facility Variance Account for the Aylmer rate zone and (ii) Greenhouse 
Gas Emissions Administration Deferral Accounts for the Aylmer rate zone.  

The incremental bill impact on a typical residential customer in ENGLP’s Aylmer rate 
zone resulting from these requests would be an increase of $12.72 per year. The 
incremental bill impact on a typical residential customer in ENGLP’s South Bruce 
rate zone resulting from these requests would be an increase of $42.12 per year. 

The OEB approves ENGLP’s request for the above noted rate changes, with 
reasons outlined in the findings below.  
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2 CONTEXT AND PROCESS 
The GGPPA established a FCPP under which a natural gas utility in Ontario is required 
to pay a fuel charge to the Government of Canada for emissions from the natural gas 
that it delivers to its customers and for its facility-related emissions. The fuel charge 
came into effect on April 1, 2019, and has increased annually since. The next increase 
to the fuel charge will take effect on April 1, 2022, at which time the fuel charge under 
the GGPPA will increase from 7.83 ¢/m3 of natural gas use to 9.79 ¢/m3 of natural gas 
use. 

Emissions from certain customers (e.g., large industrial customers and greenhouses) 
are eligible for full or partial exemption from the fuel charge under the GGPPA. These 
customer volumes are therefore subject to ENGLP’s Facility Carbon Charge, but not the 
Federal Carbon Charge for customer use. Effective January 1, 2022, the Government of 
Canada announced that the Ontario Emissions Standards (EPS) program will replace 
the Government of Canada’s Output-Based Pricing System (OBPS) for large industrial 
customers who are eligible for exemption from the fuel charge under the GGPPA. 

The OEB has previously established three FCPP deferral and variance accounts 
(DVAs) for both ENGLP’s Aylmer and South Bruce rate zones:1 

• Federal Carbon Charge – Customer Variance Accounts to record the variance 
between actual FCPP costs related to customer emissions, and FCPP costs 
recovered in rates related to customer emissions. 

• Federal Carbon Charge – Facility Variance Accounts to record the variance 
between actual FCPP costs related to facility emissions and FCPP costs 
recovered in rates related to facility emissions. 

• Greenhouse Gas Emissions Administration Deferral Accounts to record the 
administration costs associated with the FCPP. 

On November 4, 2021, ENGLP filed its 2022 FCPP application with the OEB, 
requesting final approval to increase its FCPP rates, and to dispose of audited 2020 
balances in certain FCPP DVAs for both the Aylmer and South Bruce rate zones. 

 

1 The FCPP DVAs for ENGLP’s Aylmer rate zone were established in EB-2019-0101. The FCPP DVAs 
for the South Bruce rate zone were established as part of ENGLP’s 2019-2028 rates proceeding (EB-
2018-0264). 
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On November 18, 2021, the OEB issued a Notice of Hearing. No intervention requests 
were received by the OEB. 

On December 15, 2021, the OEB issued Procedural Order No. 1 to establish dates for 
the interrogatory and submission stages in this proceeding. 

On January 10, 2022, OEB staff filed interrogatories with the OEB. On January 25, 
2022, ENGLP filed responses to OEB staff’s interrogatories with the OEB. 

On January 24, 2022, the OEB received a letter of comment, which was placed on the 
record of this proceeding. These comments were taken into consideration during the 
evaluation of the application by the OEB. 

On February 7, 2022, OEB staff filed its submission with the OEB. On February 11, 
2022, ENGLP filed its reply submission with the OEB indicating that it had no additional 
commentary to add on the matter and provided draft tariff sheets. 
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3 DECISION 
 

The OEB approves the Federal Carbon Charge increase to 9.79 ¢/m3 for both the 
Aylmer and the South Bruce rates zones effective April 1, 2022.  

The OEB also approves a Facility Carbon Charge for the Aylmer rate zone of 
0.0034 ¢/m3, effective April 1, 2022. 

3.1 Federal Carbon Charge and Facility Carbon Charge 

ENGLP requested approval, on a final basis, of a Federal Carbon Charge of 9.79 ¢/m3 

for both the Aylmer and South Bruce rate zones, effective April 1, 2022. ENGLP 
proposed to charge customers the Federal Carbon Charge monthly based on actual 
billed volumes. The requested rate for the Federal Carbon Charge matches the 
volumetric rate for the fuel charge that ENGLP must pay to the Government of Canada 
for emissions from its non-exempt customers, effective April 1, 2022.  

ENGLP also requested approval, on a final basis, of a Facility Carbon Charge for the 
Aylmer rate zone of 0.0034 ¢/m3, effective April 1, 2022. The volumetric rate proposed 
by ENGLP for the Facility Carbon Charge is based on the forecast facility-related 
emissions from ENGLP’s buildings and natural gas vehicles and forecast customer 
volumes. ENGLP did not request a Facility Carbon Charge for the South Bruce rate 
zone. Currently, construction is on-going in the South Bruce rate zone and South Bruce 
customers account for approximately 2% of ENGLP’s total customer count. ENGLP 
stated that for these reasons, as well as lack of materiality, ENGLP did not allocate 
facility volumes to the South Bruce rate zone for 2020. 

OEB staff submitted that the Federal Carbon Charge should be approved on a final 
basis, as the rate and recovery methodology are in alignment with the those imposed by 
the GGPPA as of April 1, 2022. OEB staff also submitted that the Facility Carbon 
Charge for the Aylmer rate zone should be approved on a final basis. In terms of the 
South Bruce rate zone, OEB staff agreed that ENGLP’s tariff for its South Bruce 
operations should continue not to include a Facility Carbon Charge. However, OEB staff 
recommended that ENGLP begin to recover a Facility Carbon Charge from South Bruce 
customers in the future, as the South Bruce allocation of facility costs continues to grow 
and attract a material balance. 
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Findings 

The Federal Carbon Charge: 

The OEB finds that the increase in the Federal Carbon Charge and the methodology for 
establishing the charge is in keeping with the Federal Carbon Pricing Program and is 
therefore approved as per the attached rate schedule. 

The Facility Carbon Charge: 

The OEB finds that the rate reduction in the Facility Carbon Charge for the Aylmer rate 
zone is in keeping with the Federal Carbon Pricing Program, and ENGLP’s expected 
reduction in natural gas consumed by ENGLP in their Aylmer area buildings and natural 
gas vehicles.  

The reduction from 0.0052 ¢/m3 to 0.0034 ¢/m3 as outlined in the attached rate 
scheduled is approved. 

The OEB accepts ENGLP’s submission that the South Bruce operations should not be 
assessed a Facility Carbon Charge at this time. OEB staff has noted that South Bruce 
rate zone customers do benefit from certain functions that operate out of the Aylmer 
area such as management, billing functions and other operational and administrative 
support. As the South Bruce area continues to grow with additional customers, it should 
be expected that ENGLP will consider such a charge for the South Bruce service area 
in a future Facility Carbon Charge application. 

3.2 Deferral and Variance Account Disposition Requests 

ENGLP seeks to dispose of a balance of $3,053 in the Aylmer rate zone Facility 
Variance Account for 2020 and a balance of $3,243 in the Aylmer rate zone 
Administration Deferral Account for 2020. ENGLP has proposed to dispose of the 
balances in these accounts over a twelve-month period through two separate $0.03 per 
customer per month fixed charges on customer bills. 

ENGLP had originally sought to dispose of balances in the Customer Variance 
Accounts for 2020, however, withdrew such request in its responses to OEB staff 
interrogatories.2 ENGLP discovered data errors that resulted in an over-remittance to 
the Canada Revenue Agency, resulting from improper proration of consumption 
amounts for March 2020 and a data source issue that impacted the accounting for 

 

2 Interrogatory Responses, January 25, 2022, Response to IR-3   
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exempt and eligible greenhouse amounts. ENGLP noted that it would seek to recover 
any outstanding 2020 balances in the FCPP Customer Variance Account after a 
historical review is completed. 

OEB staff supported ENGLP’s withdrawal of its request to dispose of the 2020 balances 
in the Aylmer and South Bruce rate zone Customer Variance Accounts until such time 
that a historical review could be completed. OEB staff submitted that the OEB direct 
ENGLP to provide a summary of any Customer Variance Account historical reviews 
undertaken during ENGLP’s next FCPP application. 

ENGLP is no longer seeking to dispose of any DVAs associated with the South Bruce 
rate zone. This is driven by ENGLP’s withdrawal of its request to dispose of the 2020 
balance in the Customer Variance Account discussed above, no balance in the South 
Bruce Facility Variance Account and the immaterial balance currently held in the 
Administration Deferral Account. 

OEB supported the balance and allocation and disposition approach to ENGLP’s 
remaining FCPP DVAs (i.e., Aylmer Facility Variance Account and Aylmer Greenhouse 
Gas Emissions Administration Deferral Account). OEB staff submitted that the 
methodology and interest rates for calculating carrying charges on ENGLP’s FCPP 
DVAs is appropriate (i.e., 2.18% for the Q1 2020 to Q2 2020 period, and 0.57% for the 
Q3 2020 to Q1 2022 period). OEB staff also supported ENGLP’s proposal to recover 
the 2020 FCPP DVA balances over a twelve-month period to smooth the billing impacts 
to customers. OEB staff also noted that ENGLP should continue to ensure that annual 
FCPP administration costs remain at levels comparable to those being sought for 
disposition. 

Findings 

The OEB finds that disposing of these accounts in the manner proposed by ENGLP is 
reasonable and is approved. This disposition will entail the use of rate riders assessed 
over a 12-month period commencing April 1, 2022 in accordance with the attached rate 
schedule. The Customer Variance Accounts for the Aylmer and South Bruce rate zones 
are not included in this approved for disposition. The OEB also finds that ENGLP should 
continue to ensure that annual Federal Carbon Pricing Program administrative costs 
remain at levels comparable to those currently being sought for disposition. 
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3.3 Transition from the OBPS to the EPS  

On September 21, 2020, the province of Ontario announced that the Government of 
Canada accepted Ontario's carbon pricing system for industrial emitters, known as the 
Ontario Emissions Performance Standard (EPS) program, as an alternative to the 
federal OBPS. On March 29, 2021, the Government of Canada announced that 
effective January 1, 2022, the EPS will replace the OBPS in Ontario. The GGPPA was 
amended on September 1, 2021 to remove Ontario from Part 2 of Schedule 1 of the 
GGPPA, enabling the EPS to take effect in Ontario as of January 1, 2022. 

In response to OEB staff interrogatories, ENGLP proposed to amend the wording of the 
Customer Variance Account and Facility Variance Account accounting orders for both 
the Aylmer and South Bruce rate zones to recognize the change from the OBPS to the 
EPS. ENGLP is requesting to update the applicable account names and definitions to 
remove to remove the word “Federal”. ENGLP noted that no changes are required for 
the Greenhouse Gas Emissions Administration Deferral Account, as the existing 
accounting orders do not make specific reference to the federal program. ENGLP filed 
tracked and clean versions of the amended accounting orders for approval. 

In its submission, OEB staff noted that the amendments proposed were largely clerical 
in nature to reflect the transition from the OBPS to the EPS. OEB staff submitted that 
the proposed amendments to ENGLP’s FCPP DVA Accounting Orders were reasonable 
and should be approved. 

Findings 

The OEB finds that ENGLP’s amendments to facilitate the transition from the OBPS to 
the EPS are reasonable and approved.  
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4 IMPLEMENTATION 
ENGLP intends to reflect any changes to rates for the Federal Carbon Charge and 
Facility Carbon Charge, and any disposition of select DVAs as part of its April 1, 2022 
QRAM application. 

OEB staff submitted that a Draft Rate Order is required in this proceeding due to the 
amendments made to the DVA balances sought for disposition by ENGLP during the 
proceeding. Furthermore, OEB staff noted that draft tariff sheets for each of the Aylmer 
and South Bruce rate zones reflecting the amended DVA balance disposition could be 
filed by ENGLP as part of its reply submission. 

With its reply submission, ENGLP attached draft rate schedules for both the Aylmer and 
South Bruce rate zones. ENGLP noted that the draft rate schedules filed in this 
proceeding may be superseded by the OEB decision on ENGLP’s April 1, 2022 QRAM 
application. 

Findings 

The OEB approves the Draft Rate Order for the Aylmer and South Bruce rates zones 
filed with ENGLP’s reply submission.  

The rates approved by the OEB in this proceeding shall be brought forward by ENGLP 
for incorporation in its April 1, 2022 QRAM application. 
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5 ORDER 
THE ONTARIO ENERGY BOARD ORDERS THAT: 

1. The Federal Carbon Charge rate of 9.79 ¢/m3 for EPCOR Natural Gas Limited 
Partnership’s Aylmer and South Bruce rate zones is approved effective April 1, 
2022, and as outlined the attached rate schedule.  

 
2. The Facility Carbon Charge of 0.0034 ¢/m3 for EPCOR Natural Gas Limited 

Partnership’s Aylmer rate zone is approved effective April 1, 2022, as outlined in the 
attached rate schedule. 
 

3. The audited balances and allocation by rate class for the Federal Carbon Charge – 
Facility Variance Account and the Greenhouse Gas Emissions Administration 
Deferral Account for EPCOR Natural Gas Limited Partnership’s Aylmer rate zone is 
approved, as outlined in the attached rate schedule. The unit rates for disposition of 
the approved deferral and variance account balances can be found in Schedule A. 

 
4. The amended accounting orders for EPCOR Natural Gas Limited Partnership’s 

Customer Variance Account and Facility Variance Account are approved (Schedule 
B). 

 
5. EPCOR Natural Gas Limited Partnership shall pay the OEB’s costs incidental to this 

proceeding upon receipt of the OEB’s invoice. 

 

DATED at Toronto March 3, 2022 
 
ONTARIO ENERGY BOARD 

 

Nancy Marconi  
Registrar
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EPCOR NATURAL GAS LIMITED PARTNERSHIP 
Accounting Order 

Customer Carbon Charge – Variance Account (CCCVA) 
 
The purpose of the CCCVA is to address costs for EPCOR Gas’ Aylmer operation 
arising from the obligations resulting from the Greenhouse Gas Pollution Pricing Act 
(GGPPA) associated with the natural gas that EPCOR Gas delivers to its customers. 
This account will record the variances between EPCOR Gas’ actual customer-related 
GGPPA costs and customer-related GGPPA costs recovered in rates for distribution 
volumes delivered by EPCOR Gas. 
 
Simple interest is to be calculated on the opening monthly balance of this account using 
the OEB approved EB-2006-0117 interest rate methodology. The balance of this 
account, together with carrying charges, will be disposed of in a manner approved by 
the OEB. 
 
 
Accounting Entries 
 
To record the GGPPA customer related costs: 
 

Debit/Credit CCCVA (Account 179.62) 
  

 

Credit/Debit: Gas Sales (Account 529) 
 
To record variances between EPCOR Gas’ actual customer-related GGPPA costs and 
customer-related GGPPA costs recovered in rates for distribution volumes delivered to 
customers. 
 
 
Interest Accrual 
 

Debit/Credit: Interest on CCCVA      (Account 179.63) 
  

 

Credit/Debit:      Interest expense      (Account 323) 
 
To record simple interest on the opening monthly balance of the CCCVA using the OEB 
approved EB-2006-0117 interest rate methodology. 
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Accounting Order 

Facility Carbon Charge – Variance Account (FCCVA) 
 
The purpose of the FCCVA is to address costs for EPCOR Gas’ Aylmer operation 
arising from the obligations resulting from the Greenhouse Gas Pollution Pricing Act 
(GGPPA) associated with EPCOR Gas’ facilities (i.e., its company use volumes) for its 
Aylmer operation. This account will record the differences between actual facility-related 
GGPPA costs and facility-related GGPPA costs recovered in rates. 
 
Simple interest is to be calculated on the opening monthly balance of this account using 
the OEB approved EB-2006-0117 interest rate methodology. The balance of this 
account, together with carrying charges, will be disposed of in a manner approved by 
the OEB. 
 
 
Accounting Entries 
 
To record the GGPPA customer related costs: 
 

Debit/Credit      FCCVA (Account 179.64) 
  

 

Credit/Debit:     Gas Sales      (Account 529) 
 
To record variances between EPCOR Gas’ actual facility-related GGPPA costs and 
facility-related GGPPA costs recovered in rates. 
 
 
Interest Accrual 
 

Debit/Credit:      Interest on FCCVA      (Account 179.65) 
  

 

Credit/Debit:      Interest expense      (Account 323) 
 
To record simple interest on the opening monthly balance of the FCCVA using the OEB 
approved EB-2006-0117 interest rate methodology. 
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Accounting Order 

CUSTOMER CARBON CHARGE – VARIANCE ACCOUNT (“CCCVA”) 
 
The Customer Carbon Charge –Variance Account (“CCCVA”) is to address costs for 
EPCOR’s Southern Bruce operations arising from the obligations resulting from the 
Greenhouse Gas Pollution Pricing Act (“GGPPA”) associated with the natural gas that 
EPCOR delivers to its customers. This account will record the variances between 
EPCOR’s actual customer related GGPPA costs and customer related GGPPA costs 
recovered in rates for distribution volumes delivered by EPCOR. The effective date of 
this account is April 1, 2019. 
 
Simple interest is to be calculated monthly on the opening balance in the CCCVA in 
accordance with the methodology approved by the Board in EB-2006-0117. The audited 
balance of this account, together with carrying charges, will be brought forward for 
approval for disposition an annual basis, unless otherwise directed by the Board. The 
manner in which the account will be disposed of will be proposed at the time the 
account is brought forward for disposition. 
 
 
Accounting Entries 
 
i. To record EPCOR’s actual facility related GGPPA costs (prior to approval to include a 
GGPPA facility related charge in rates) or the variances between EPCOR’s actual 
facility related GGPPA costs and facility related GGPPA costs recovered in rates: 
 

Debit/Credit CCCVA (Account 179.62) 
  

 

Credit/Debit: Gas Sales (Account 529) 
 
 
To record simple interest on the opening monthly balance of the FCCFVA: 
 

Debit/Credit: Interest on CCCVA (Account 179.63) 
  

 

Credit/Debit: Interest expense (Account 323) 
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ACCOUNTING ORDER 

FACILITY CARBON CHARGE – VARIANCE ACCOUNT (“FCCVA”) 
 
The Facility Carbon Charge –Variance Account (“FCCVA”) is to address costs arising 
from the obligations resulting from the Greenhouse Gas Pollution Pricing Act (“GGPPA”) 
associated with EPCOR’s facilities for its Southern Bruce operation. Until such time that 
EPCOR has received Board approval to include a Facility Carbon Charge in its rates 
charged to customers this account will record actual facility associated GGPPA costs 
incurred by EPCOR Southern Bruce. After EPCOR receives approval to include a 
Facility Carbon Charge in its rates, this account will record the differences between 
actual facility associated GGPPA costs and facility associated GGPPA costs recovered 
in rates. The effective date of this account is April 1, 2019. 
 
Simple interest is to be calculated monthly on the opening balance in the FCCVA in 
accordance with the methodology approved by the Board in EB-2006-0117. 
 
The audited balance of this account, together with carrying charges, will be brought 
forward for approval for disposition an annual basis, unless otherwise directed by the 
Board. The manner in which the account will be disposed of will be proposed at the time 
the account is brought forward for disposition. 
 
 
Accounting Entries 
 
i. To record EPCOR’s actual facility related GGPPA costs (prior to approval to include a 
GGPPA facility related charge in rates) or the variances between EPCOR’s actual 
facility related GGPPA costs and facility related GGPPA costs recovered in rates: 
 

Debit/Credit FCCVA (Account 179.64) 
  

 

Credit/Debit: Gas Sales (Account 529) 
 
 
To record simple interest on the opening monthly balance of the FCCFVA: 
 

Debit/Credit: Interest on FCCVA (Account 179.65) 
  

 

Credit/Debit: Interest expense (Account 323) 
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